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Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
We are a small group today only two students...raining here and most of the students walk home 

so not many staying 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hello, class! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Or, club! 

 

Comment: 
Our 19 special needs kids are HERE! Love the RTHA! Cannot wait for Cam in Classroom! 

Hugging wee teddy bears to anxious chests! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It's starting to rain here as well ... guess all the hawks will hang out in the back of the pens now. 

 

Comment: 
Hi club! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Natsuko wants to know how long have teh animals you have in treatment been there? We were 

just looking at the Blue Heron who was only there a few days. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh, good question. It really varies! Sometimes we do have quick turnover, like the case of the 

heron. Those are always nice cases ... "treat 'em, and street 'em", as the vets say. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Other cases might be here much longer -- turtles are a good example of that. Right now we have 

about a dozen turtles that we'll overwinter -- all came in this past summer. They won't be 

released until May 2013 ... so by the time they leave us, they will have been here for 10-

11 months! 
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Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Hello Lydia and everyone else. Hi Caleb and 19 special needs kids! 

 

Comment: 
Hi there kid! Good to "see" you again - even a small group! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
At the moment, we have a couple of 2011 patients -- so ones that have been here a year or 

longer. Those are some of our non-releasable eagles ... I think at the moment, the 

releasable patient who has been here the longest is Kestrel #12-0880! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/american-kestrel-12-0880 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How is Buddy's beak? How often do you have to straighten it? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We cope Buddy's beak about every 6 weeks now. Six weeks seems like a good timeframe -- it 

needs a trim then (about 2-3 mm from upper and lower), but the interval is one that 

makes the sessions very quick. So just a few moments of dremmeling, and he's done! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How is Chayton? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He's doing well. Did you guys adopt him or Buddy first, in your rotating 6 months? As some of 

Chayton's adopters were just sharing (here on the discussion), Chayton just had surgery 

on Friday for a foot issue ... again. He's going to be one that we just have to manage more 

... but he's recovering well. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Is your favorite animal a turtle? You have had a turtle as an avatar both sessions! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I do like turtles a lot ... though I really like owls too! And opossums ... and foxes ... but turtles are 

special. I've had a turtle avatar ever since I joined on as a moderator back in April 2011! 

Keeping with the theme ... :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
We adopted both, I have pictures of both along with their stories on the club board 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh good! Glad you have all of that. 

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/current-patients/american-kestrel-12-0880
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Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
I remember from the tour last Sunday that he was back inside with bumblefoot problems, I was 

telling the girls that so we were asking how he was doing. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes. Poor guy. He's so tolerant though ... such a wonderful bird! 

 

Comment: 
(Club, I saw Chayton this weekend with his ball bandages on his feet when Amanda was tucking 

him in for the eve. He has such a nice temperament and beautiful bird--he is my adopted 

critter too!) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, I tuck him in every night and get him out each morning! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
So back to balls on his feet poor little bird 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Next week we will look at the pictures I took of Buddy and Buttercup and some of the other 

education animals. Lynae got some great ones of Pignoli 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh good! Yes, Buddy and Buttercup were in "show off" mode this past weekend with Buddy 

Day ... 

 

Comment: 
Hello Club mates...good questions...Hi Caleb and special kids good to see you all too 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
What was the first animal rescued by the Wildlife center? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I'm not sure about very very first, but according to Ed, the first five patients we admitted back in 

1982: two Barred Owls, a gull, a Red-shouldered Hawk, and a Red-tailed Hawk. Two of 

those birds didn’t make it; two were successfully rehabilitated and released. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
The fifth – the Red-tailed Hawk – had a badly broken wing that couldn’t be fixed. She became 

our first education animal – named RT. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How many patients have you had since those first few in 1982? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
More than 60,000! We reached #60,000 (it was an opossum) back in ... May of this year, I think? 

So since then (since we're at more than 2000 for this year), I guess we can say more than 

60,100 ... 

 

Comment: 
Mrs. Hill, I took pictures of Chayton this weekend when Amanda was tucking him in...I will 

send them to you so you can share with the wildlife club if you like 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How many patients have you had this year? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ah, we were just talking about this today at the staff meeting! We are up to 2,417 so far ... which 

is more that we received in total for all of 2011, apparently! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
We would love to see pictures of Chayton Lydia...balls on his feet and all! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Wait, that's not right ... I just found our patient #'s from last year. 2644 admissions for 2011 ... so 

not quite there yet. But we'll probably come out ahead of last year. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How do you keep the balls on Chayton's feet? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
You guys will enjoy this ... well, first of all the main part of the ball is some gauze padding (of 

different sorts) in Chayton's talons. His feet are allowed to naturally wrap around the ball 

of gauze ... almost like he was clutching them. Then vet wrap is wrapped around his feet 

... making a bigger ball ... and then ... duct tape. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He has some nice Hawaiian print duct tape on today. 

 

Comment: 
Do you have to cut up Chayton's food because he can't hold it to tear it up? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Yes, he is eating chopped chick/quail, served on a raised plate. 

 

Comment: 
Amanda...can we ask Mrs. Hill question? If so, appx how many students and range in ages, are in 

the new Wildlife Club? Are any of the students leaning towards wildlife management as a 

career? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh yes! and there's another question too ... thanks for the reminder ... 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
How many people work at the wildlife center? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We have about 18 staff members here. 

 

Comment: 
I have a question for Ms.Hill's Wildlife Club! Welcome to the critter cam! I was wondering if 

you all ever see any Red Cockaded Woodpeckers there at Ft. Bragg? They are an 

endangered species and I understand that they have been seen at the Fort. Thanks and 

have a great school year! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
I have 16 signed up for the club, I only have two today and 4 are absent because they are playing 

a fall sport and three aren't here today because their parent picked them up due to the 

weather. I know two are interested in wildlife but I don't know about careers. I have 6th 

grade-8th graders, so ages 11-14 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
I have seen one here on Fort Bragg but see far more red-headed woodpeckers, we have a pair 

who like to beat on the light posts early in the mornings. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
18 isn't very many how do so few take care of so many animals each year? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We are busy people! :) We do rely on a lot of volunteers in the community to help us -- and our 

externship program is also very strong, and provides A LOT of help. Each summer, 

during the very busiest season, we have at least eight rehabilitation externship students 

(note name change ... we called them preceptorship students before). They are here five 

days a week, all day ... so they do a TON of work! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Natsuko wants to be a vet when she grows up! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Great! A domestic-animal vet, or a large animal vet, or a wildlife vet? So many fields to choose 

from! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
She isn't sure what kind of animals yet, so maybe wildlife! 
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Comment: 
Mrs. Hill, what type of activities do you and your students do outside of the classroom? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
The students out of questions today! Thank you for spending time with us today! We enjoyed 

learning a little more about Chayton and Buddy and what you all manage to do in a day! 

We will talk to you in two weeks. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Glad you guys were still able to stop by, even with a small club today! Enjoy your week! 

 

Comment: 
Bye kids - talk with you again soon! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Last week we looked at birds’ nests and walked around campus looking for areas where we 

found nests to watch in the spring. We set up a bird feeder and the birds are just starting 

to visit it so we will do some watching later. We talk about the different types of birds we 

are looking for and see regularly. We will be looking to see if we can see the Red Tailed 

Hawks that live near campus and generally learning about our environment and what we 

can do to keep it safe for both us and the wildlife we share it with 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Awesome! 

 

Comment: 
Bye Mrs. Hill...bye students. Look forward to next class.. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We will see you all in two weeks! 

 

Comment: 
Bye Mrs. Hill and club! I hope to see you in 2 weeks. Watch for pictures from me :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Hill’s Wildlife Club: 
Bye, it is time for my students to get on the bus to go home! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


